Predicting the three-dimensional (3D) structures of macromolecular protein-protein complexes from the structures of individual partners (docking), is a major challenge for computational biology. Most docking algorithms use two largely independent stages. First, a fast sampling stage generates a large number (millions or even billions) of candidate conformations, then a scoring stage evaluates these conformations and extracts a small ensemble amongst which a good solution is assumed to exist. Several strategies have been proposed for this stage. However, correctly distinguishing and discarding false positives from the native biological interfaces remains a difficult task. Here, we introduce a new scoring algorithm based on learnt bootstrap aggregation ("bagging") models of protein shape complementarity. 3D Voronoi diagrams are used to describe and encode the surface shapes and physico-chemical properties of proteins. A bagging method based on Kendall-τ distances is then used to minimise the pairwise disagreements between the ranks of the elements obtained from several different bagging approaches. We apply this method to the protein docking problem using 51 protein complexes from the standard Protein Docking Benchmark. Overall, our approach improves in the ranks of near-native conformation and results in more biologically relevant predictions.
Introduction
Many biological processes and structures depend on proteins and their ability to form complexes with other proteins or macromolecules such as DNA, and RNA, for example. Solving the 3D structures of such macromolecular assemblies thus represents a key step in understanding biological machinery and how malfunctions in this machinery can lead to pathologies.
Although several structural genomic projects have led to advances in solving the structures of protein-protein complexes, this still cannot be done on a high-throughput scale. Therefore, because most proteins can often have several interaction partners [8] , in silico techniques play a crucial role in studying molecular mechanisms. Here, we focus on the so-called protein docking problem, which aims to predict computationally how two proteins might combine to form a binary protein complex.
Several docking algorithms have been described in the literature. These use various techniques to generate and score candidate conformations [20, 7, 15, 9, 17] . Since 2001, the CAPRI experiment (Critical Assessment of PRedicted Interactions) [13] has provided an important forum in which to assess different docking algorithms in an unbiased manner, by allowing blind docking predictions to be compared with unpublished NMR and X-ray structures. Although many docking algorithms are now able to generate high quality candidate orientations, current scoring functions are still not yet sensitive enough to extract the few true positives [14] from amongst the hundreds of thousands of generated incorrect conformations.
In the present work, we introduce a novel method to score protein-protein candidate conformations based on bootstrap aggregation ("bagging") of Voronoi fingerprint representations of candidate docking orientations. We also introduce a "meta-bagging" scoring function which uses an approach based on Kendall-τ distance to minimise the pairwise disagreement between the solutions ranked by several machine learning bagging approaches. This approach is tested on the Protein Docking Benchmark set of Hwang et al. [12] , consisting of 51 target protein complexes.
Methods and data
In many protein docking algorithms, the initial stage of generating candidate conformations is often one of the most CPU-intensive steps. However, thanks to the tremendous computational power of modern graphics processor units (GPU), the Hex spherical polar Fourier correlation algorithm can generate and score billions of candidates conformations to produce a list of few hundred high quality candidate conformations in just a few seconds [21] . Hence, we chose to use Hex to generate the initial candidates for re-ranking. Additionally, we applied two search constraints in Hex in order to focus candidate docking orientations around the most biologically relevant positions. This ensures that at least one "acceptable" solution according to the CAPRI criteria (i.e. a solution with a root mean squared deviation from the correct X-ray structure of less than 10Å) appears within the top 10 best ranked conformations for 18 out of 51 targets, and within the 50 best ranked solutions for 31 targets. We take 50 solutions to be the maxi-mum practical number to consider for re-ranking because experimental biologists would generally not be prepared to analyse any more than this number.
For the scoring stage, it has been shown previously that by using a coarsegrained Voronoi tesselation representation and evolutionary algorithm, a scoring function may be optimized with satisfying performance [3, 6] . In the present work, we use the same formalism for the representation of protein structure and parameter value computations.
Training dataset
The Protein Data Bank (PDB) [2] currently contains some 65,000 3D protein structures 5 . However, only a relatively small fraction of these represent different structural fold families. Hence, the structures of some 1, 400 binary heterocomplexes were extracted from the 3D-Complex database [16] for training.
Following [5] , we applied some additional constraints to test protein docking methods:
-The 3D structures of the individual partners have to be known in the absence of the other partner. -Among the heterodimer structures available in PDB, only structures with a chain length greater than 30 amino acids and an X-ray resolution lower than 3.5Å are retained. -Non-biological complexes are identified and removed [18] .
-The SCOP protein structure classification [19] is used to identify and remove duplicate complexes. -The 51 complexes of the benchmark were excluded.
This gave a final set of 178 complexes which were treated as positive examples for the learning procedures. Negative examples were generated using the Hex docking algorithm. They correspond to the lowest energy incorrect conformations found by Hex, each having a root mean squared deviation (RMSD) from the native X-ray structure of at least 10Å, and a surface contact area between the two partners of at least 400Å 2 . Ten decoys for each native structure were selected randomly and added to the learning set.
Voronoi fingerprints and learning parameters
Voronoi fingerprint representations of both the positive and negative examples are calculated as follows. For each conformation, we first build a Delaunay triangulation (i.e. the dual of Voronoi tesselation) of the assembly using the CGAL library [4] and we assign one Voronoi node for each amino acid of the constituent proteins. Following [5] , the 96 attributes used in learning procedures are: number of residues at the interface, area of the interface, frequencies of the different amino acids at the interface, average volume of the Voronoi cells of the different types of residues at the interface, frequencies of pairs of interacting residues and distances between interacting residues. For the last two parameter types, residues are binned in six categories according to their physico-chemical properties (large, small, hydrophobic, aromatic, polar, positively and negatively charged). All attributes are computed only for the residues belonging to the core of the interface (i.e. residues of one partner in contact with at least one residue of the other partner and not in contact with the surrounding solvent).
Since a native protein-protein interface typically contains about 30 to 35 amino acid residues with around three or four pair-wise contacts per residue, not all possible pair-wise interactions might appear in a given interface. Hence missing values can pose a problem. We have tested several different approaches to handle missing values (details not shown), and we find that the best approach is to replace any missing values with the maximal value observed in the data set. Once all of the attributes have been assigned values, they are normalised to the range [0, 1] by setting x i = xi−mini maxi−mini , where min i and max i represent the minimum and maximum values observed for attribute i, respectively. Using this representation of the complexes, a set of learning models was built using several state-of-the art machine learning approaches. These are briefly described in Section 2.3.
As the overall goal is to find the best ordered list of candidate docking conformations, the performance of the different approaches were compared using the area under the curve (AUC) of receiver-operator-characteristic (ROC) plots.
Learning algorithms
We used five state-of-the-art machine learning approaches, as implemented in Weka [11] , to learn models in order to rank the candidate conformations: Naive Bayes, Decision Trees (with Weka command line options: J48, -C 0.25 -M 2), Random Forest (-I 10 -K 0 -S 1), PART Rules (-M 2 -C 0.25 -Q 1), and Ripper Rules (-F 3 -N 2.0 -O 2 -S 1 -P). Because these approaches were designed to learn models that can predict the class associated with each example but not to rank them, we used the probability distribution output by Weka to sort the examples by decreasing probability of being predicted as a positive docking conformation. In cases of ties (equal probabilities for different examples), the examples are ranked from negative to positive.
Bagged models of these five approaches were also learnt. The distribution probabilities of the bagged models, observed on our protein-protein docking dataset, is larger and the associate ranking contains less ties. We also tested a family of ROC-based evolutionary learning functions, using an in-house evolutionary algorithm optimising the area under the ROC curve. The various functions are learned by K independent runs initialized according to different random seeds. It has been shown previously that non-linear functions can out-perform linear functions in several different domains (medical data mining, text mining, etc.), as well as protein docking [3, 1] . We therefore focus only on non-linear scoring functions of the form:
is a weight vector, and c is a center point in IR d . S w,c defines an order on the training set, and the fitness F(S w,c ) is defined as the area under the ROC curve associated to the scoring function S w,c .
Bagging
Given m scoring functions, each of which gives different rankings of the same conformations, the "consensus" score for a given example is calculated by medRank or sumRank aggregation of the m lists of scores as:
Finding a median under the Kendall-τ distance
Using the above ranking functions, m different ranks can be associated with each example. A good distance measure for combining or comparing the ranked lists from two bagging approaches, which are considered in the following section as permutations, is the Kendall-τ distance [?] . This measure counts the number of pairwise disagreements between the positions of elements in permutations. More formally, we define the Kendall-τ distance, denoted d KT , as 
where π[i] is the position of integer i in permutation π and #A the cardinality of set A. One way to generate a consensus permutation for a given set of permutations is to find a median permutation for the set -i.e. to find a permutation that minimizes the sum of Kendall-τ distances between it and all other permutations in the given set. More formally, let S n denoted, as usual, the set of all permutation of {1, 2, 3, . . . , n}. Given any set of permutations A ⊆ S n and a permutation π, we have d KT (π, A) = σ∈A d KT (π, σ). Then, finding a consensus permutation for a given set under the Kendall-τ distance can be stated formally as follow: Given A ⊆ S n , we want to find a permutation π * of {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} such that d KT (π * , A) ≤ d KT (π, A), for all π ∈ S n The problem of finding the median of a set of m permutations of {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} under the Kendall-τ distance is a NP-hard problem when m ≥ 4. However, this problem has been well-studied in recent years, and several good heuristics are known to exist [?,?,?,?,?,?].
In this work, we choose to apply the heuristic presented in [?] to find our medians: Let A = {π 1 , . . . π m } be a set of m permutations for which we want to find a median. We apply the heuristic of [?] taking either the identity permutation or each π ∈ A, 1 ≤ ≤ m as a starting point, and we take the "median" to be the best result obtained from these m + 1 runs.
The idea of this heuristic is to apply a series of "good " movements on some starting permutations in order to bring them closer to a median. A movement is considered good if when applying it to a permutation, the Kendall-τ distance of the obtained permutation to the considered set is less than the previous distance. See [?] for more details.
Results
Our approach has been evaluated using three-fold cross-validation (and each experiment is repeated 10 times) and has been validated on the learning set. We first compared the performance of the different approaches using the ROC AUC criterion. As expected, the bagging versions of the machine learning approaches are always better than the non-bagging versions. Consequently, in the subsequent experiments, only bagging versions will be used. We also found that sumRank (AUC 0.79) and medRank (AUC 0.782) give slightly better results than the Weka bagging approaches.
Ranking Hex docking solutions
For each of the 31 complexes of the benchmark (those complexes for which Hex doesn't place a good solution in the 50 top-ranking solutions were excluded), the 50 top-ranking conformations given by Hex were re-ranked using the Weka algorithms, sumRank, medRank. We also used Kendall-τ to bag all the ranks proposed by the seven bagging approaches. When two conformations have the same rank for a given method, these two conformations are ordered by their Hex scores. For each method, we counted the total number of solutions within 10Å of the native structure in the top N solutions, and the number of complexes for which at least one such solution is found in the top N , with N varying from 1 to 50 (see Table 1 ).
Evolutionary-based scoring functions increase the number of complexes for which a near-native solution is found in the top N solutions, together with the overall number of near-native solutions ranked N or better. Results show that Kendall-τ meta-bagging method performs as well or better than any other method for every value of N , which makes it the best performing method on the overall test.
The targets of the benchmark have been classified in Difficult, Medium and Easy by its authors depending mostly on the RMSD between the partners composing the complex in their free and bound forms. We have slightly revised this classification by considering as Difficult the complexes having more than 2 partners (since our method was trained strictly on heterodimers), and complexes at which interfaces are found large ligands such as FAD or NAD (since such molecules are ignored by our method). Table 2 lists the rank of the first acceptable solution for each method. Results show that on average this rank is better for Kendall-τ than for any other method. Looking only at results obtained for easy targets with our method, for all targets an acceptable solution in found in the top 10, and the average rank is 3.7 (against 5.9 for Hex). Finally, for 4 out of these 14 targets, an acceptable solution is found at rank 1, and for 11 out these 14 targets, an acceptable solution is found in the top 5.
Further insight on difficult targets
We then gave further attention to the 12 targets for which we were unable to rank an acceptable solution in the top 10. Removing the structural redundancy (conformations closer than 5Å RMSD) allows to place a near-native solution in the top 10 for 3 of these targets (1RV6, 2A9K, 1CLV).
Amongst the remaining 9 complexes, 3 include large non-peptidic molecules at the interface (1LFD, 1R6Q, 2O3B), 1 has more than two subunits (3CPH), and 5 exhibit important fold modifications upon complexation (1JK9, 2A5T, 2I9B, 2IDO, 2Z0E). Although some complexes presenting more than two subunits (1RV6, 2ABZ), or large molecules at the interface (1F6M, 1ZHH, 2A9K, 2G77, 2J7P) can be successfully predicted, our method cannot be reliably used in these cases. Fold modifications are more problematic since they cannot be easily predicted from the structures of the partners alone.
From a biologist's point of view, a docking prediction is useful if it allows the residues lying at the interface and the interactions between those residues to be identified. Inspection of the top 10 conformations of the 9 unsuccessful targets show that for 8 of them, a solution with the two correct epitopes is present in the top 10. Figure 1 shows some biologically interesting conformations of three different complexes which are ranked within the first 10 conformations by the 1LFD 33  29  33  30  21  20  20  26  31  1R6Q 1  16  27  23  14  15  17  3  7  1RV6 24  12  4  7  8  21  48  26  50  1ZHH 6  10  3  3  5  31  21  1  29  2A5T 17  45  47  46  43  24  22  46  12  2A9K 1  11  16  12  34  44  10  11  1  2ABZ 8  8  11  13  5  14  4  13  9  2G77  4  2  3  7  1  1  1  3  1  2I9B 11  13  22  12  13  19  8  11  47  2IDO 49  29  38  37  17  16  35  28  12  2J7P 16  7  3  5  8  9  10  13  10  2O3B 12  39  36  37  36  12  7  37  32  2Z0E 37  22  20  14  26  16  27  15  14  3CPH 38  24  28  28  39  26  7  25  3  Easy targets  1FFW 8  1  1  1  4  2  4  2  9  1FLE 4  1  1  2  10  1  5  5  5  1GL1 3  5  6  8  2  3  4  1  3  1H9D 14  1  1  1  2  1  8  22  3  1JTG 2  4  9  6  1  10  25  3  3  1OC0 9  1  1  2  1  10  1  4  37  1OYV 2  4  3  7  1  1  10  3  10  1SYX 3  4  7  3  17  5  8  20  4  2AYO 11  2  4  6  9  1  11  11  4  2J0T  7  10  7  18  13  46  34  17  7  2OUL 1  2  2  3  7  5  2  25  11  3D5S  2  7  5  6  5  7  1  12  22  3SGQ 3  2  6  6  1  3  2 Kendall-τ method. For these complexes, none of the top 10 conformations is near-native. However, inspection of Figure 1 shows that the interacting regions on both monomers have been correctly identified, and even some of the catalytic residues involved in the interaction have been correctly positioned. The complex between Polymerase III epsilon and the Hot protein (PDB code 2IDO) is also a special case in which we were not able to find a near-native solution. In this complex, important residues of the native interface remain accessible to the solvent instead of being occluded by the docking partner. Fig. 1 . Three examples for which meta-bagging of Voronoi fingerprints correctly identifies the location of the native interface, although with a relatively high RMSD (wheat) of solutions obtained by the meta-bagging scoring algorithm (wheat) and Hex (blue), compared to the correct native structures (green). The catalytic site residues are indicated in red and are located by colored arrows in order to highlight the position of the biological interface. The ranks of the represented conformations using Kendall-τ and Hex are given, and the corresponding RMSD is shown between brackets. Highest ranking near-native solution found by Hex are shown in blue, and native solution in green.
As shown in Figure 2 , Hex is able to rank in the top 20 a near-native conformation of the NR1/NR2A complex, which plays an crucial role into mammalian central nervous system [10] , whereas this conformation is ranked 45 by the Kendall-τ meta-bagging method. While the superposition of this solution with the native structure is generally satisfying, closer inspection of the interface moderates this conclusion. More specifically, the ion channel activity of this complex is regulated by Van der Waals contacts between residues Y535 and P527. In the conformation proposed by Hex, this interaction is lost. However, Fig. 2 . NR1/NR2A complex (PDB code 2A5T). Left: superposition of native structure (green) and near-native structure given by Hex (ranked 17 by Hex and 45 by Kendall-τ meta-bagging method). Right: zoom on the core of the interface, including a conformation ranked 9 by the Kendall-τ meta-bagging algorithm (wheat) and 48 by Hex. The key interaction between tyrosine (TYR535) and Proline (PRO527) is represented. TYR 535 belongs to the A chain of the complex/conformations and have thus been represented only once, since these chains are identical and superposed for all conformations.
this crucial interaction is correctly predicted in another conformation, ranked 9 by the Kendall-τ method, even though the global RMSD is rather high.
Conclusion
Despite the fact that the Weka machine learning approaches used in this work were designed to separate examples into positive and negative instances rather than to rank them, for the current learning set, we find that using probabilities for ranking gives as good results as those achieved by the evolutionary ROCbased learning approaches. The different machine learning approaches let us find at least one acceptable solution within the top 10 for all easy targets.
The improvement of the rank of the first quasi-native conformation can seem modest. However, it should be borne in mind that this method is intended to be used by experimental biologists as a guide for experimentation. Laboratorybased experiments can be costly and time-consuming. Therefore, reducing the number of experiments is a crucial objective, and will give the method an effective practical interest. Our method not only guarantees that a near-native conformation is present in the top 10 solutions, it even places a near native solution in the top 5 for 11 out of 14 easy targets. For the experimenter, this means that the number of experiments can be cut by half with a risk of "losing" predictions for only 3 targets. Moreover, we show that the conformations selected by our method, even when their structural similarity with the native conformation is low, have a real biological relevance. Our method also ranks a near-native conformation in the top 10 for 8 of the 17 difficult targets, and a conformation with the correct epitopes for 8 of the remaining 9 targets. For the experimenter, this means that considering the top 10 conformations guarantees having the correct epitopes (which is sufficient for directed mutagenesis for example) for 30 of the 31 targets. However, the heterogeneity observed in some of the individual predictions means it is not obvious how to reach the best overall ranking from the different approaches.
The problem we aimed to address in this paper is how best to aggregate such lists of ranks from an ensemble of ranking functions. We propose that the notion of Kendall-τ distance provides one way to achieve this goal. The driving heuristic in the Kendall-τ approach is to find good cyclic movements of ranks towards the median permutation in order to obtain a consensus ranking which minimises the Kendall-τ distance between the individual rankings. Thus, the Kendall-τ approach quickly dominates all of the individual approaches tested here by aggregating the best predictions from each of them. The present study focused on the 50 best conformations found by Hex because the Kendall-τ approach is currently limited to work with permutations containing the same elements. Lifting this limitation would allow the Kendall-τ approach to focus on the best predictions from each learning algorithm, either directly by comparing Kendall-τ distances or, as was done here, by finding the optimal combination of predictions from the independent bagging algorithms.
